
REVERSE CYCLE AIR CONDITIONER

...indoor comfort for the great outdoors!

MADE  
IN USA

MACH 9 - UNSURPASSED COMFORT WITH A SLEEK LOW PROFILE!

  Superior cooling and optimum heating 
 capacities

  Adjustable airflow to maximise personal 
 comfort

  Lowest AMP draw in class

  Operates in temperatures of -4º up to 54ºC* 
  (ambient) 

  Hand held remote with easy to read LED 
 and FOLLOW ME Climate Control

  Reverse cycle technology with auto de-icing mode
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DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BY: DEALER / SUPPLIER

SPECIFICATIONS - PART NUMBER: 100-00560

Electrical Rating (Single Phase) 240V, 50Hz
Nominal Cooling Capacity 3.1Kw
Nominal Heating Capacity 3.1Kw
Max Rated Current - Cooling 5.3A
Max Rated Current - Heating 5.3A
Max Locked Rotor Current 28A
Max Air Delivery 118Lt/s
Installed Weight 50Kg (including plenum)
Dimensions 241H x 721W x 1044L (mm) - exterior shroud

 Aerodynamically designed curved front,  
      decreases wind drag and facilitates fuel efficiency
 Has an exclusive one-piece SMC base  
 pan providing durability
 Wrap-around coil offers a large surface  
 area for better, more efficient heat exchange
 Reverse cycle technology with auto de-icing mode
 Has a simplified installation process which  
 can be achieved by one individual
 The compressor is mounted on a combination  
 of moulded neoprene grommets and plate  
 steel springs to minimize vibration and sound 
 RCM approved and complies with AS/NZS 60335 
 Suitable for 14” x 14” cutout (35.6cm x 35.6cm)

MACH 9 INCORPORATING SMART TECHNOLOGY

DELUXE - Ultra Sleek, Stylish Infrared Free Delivery Ceiling Assembly

REVERSE CYCLE AIR CONDITIONER

Hand Held Remote 
with FOLLOW ME 
Climate Control
Temperature automatically 
adjusts according to the 
location of the hand held 
remote controller.
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*Please note that heating capacity is greatly reduced at ambient temperature of 4ºC and below.


